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 for detailed instructional video please visit our website www.uchisdesign.com and subscribe to our youtube channel 

  INSTRUCTIONS DC105: 
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Start with a 
5 3/4in x 12in 
pattern paper

For a finished card 
5.75inx5.75in
Envelope size: 6inx6in

Slider-Circle

Measure from top to
 bottom and fold on 
dotted lines

a) Use the smaller circle die cut
      to cut the window.
b) Leave 1” from the bottom for the slider
      

 6  7 Stamp your Animation stamp
using your window as a guide.
Make sure the lines of the stamp
are vertical and match with the 
animation grid.

Use doble sided foam tape on both sides
and apply glue on the folded flap
to close the card.

Cut animation grid to size and place it 
on top of the stamped image.

c) mark the center point of the 
      remaining space.
d) Center your circle die cut using your 
       marks as a guide and die cut the window.

 5 Die cut the frame for the frontof the card, or use both circle 
die cuts for a thinner circular
frame.

 8 To create your slider button stick two pieces 
of bouble sided foam tape, one on top of each other, 
and place them on the grid inside the slider space. Place your animation card on the front of a 5.75”x5.75”

folded card or use it on your scrapbook layouts
for a fun intearcive element!

Choose the hearts or stars die cut to 
create your slider button.
Also, try our embossing punches for a 
fun detailed embossed effect.
They work great for animation buttons.
and they coordinate with the die cuts.

Mark 1/2” from bottom and position the 
slider die cut right above it.
Mark the center of your die cut and align it
with the center of the card.


